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Around the year 1835, Tsuchiura began to make itself into a tourist town as part of modernization initiatives, linking the area's various sightseeing spots including Mt. Tsuchiura, the Imperial Japanese Navy Air Service, and the area's riverside districts.
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What You'll Find in Tsuchiura

Tsuchiura is a city located in the north of Japan, known for its rich history and beautiful scenery. In this section, we will explore the various attractions and activities that Tsuchiura has to offer.
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Access and Route Information

If you're coming by train, the main route to Tsuchiura is the JR Joban Line. This line serves Tsuchiura with three train stations: Tsuchiura Station, Arakawa Station, and Kandatsu Station. For rapid train access, all Limited Express (Tokyo) Tokiwa trains and some Limited Express (Tokyo) Hitachi trains stop at Tsuchiura Station. To reach Tsuchiura by car, take the Joban Expressway. The closest interchanges are Sakura-Tsuchiura IC and Tsuchiura-kita IC.

Access Map of Tsuchiura

Coming by Train
- Limited Express (Tokyo) Hitachi and Tokiwa: Approx. 5 min.
- JR Joban Line, Local Train: Approx. 1 hr. 15 min.
- Tokyo Station: Joban Expressway
- Approx. 30 min.
- Joban Expressway
- Joban Expressway
- Joban Expressway

Coming by Car
- Metropolitan Expressway (Shuto) Mito IC: Joban Expressway
- Approx. 25 min.
- Metropolitan Expressway (Shuto) Mito IC: Joban Expressway
- Approx. 30 min.
- Metropolitan Expressway (Shuto) Mito IC: Joban Expressway
- Approx. 25 min.
- Metropolitan Expressway (Shuto) Mito IC: Joban Expressway
- Approx. 30 min.

*Times are approximate.*

Kirara-chan Bus Route Map

Kirara-chan, the Urban Renewal Bus
Machuzaki Kessenta Tsuchiura, a Specified Nonprofit Corporation *029-862-1717*
- ¥150 per person per ride, ¥80 for elementary school students and people with disabilities (fee for each round trip to Tsuchiura Station West Entrance and back again)
- ¥300 for day pass, ¥150 for elementary school students and people with disabilities (50% off the bus. Convenient option for transferring passengers)

For directions, please contact:
- Bus: Tsuchiura Branch, JR BusKanto *029-862-1933*
- Kanto Railway *029-862-2344*
- Kanto Chuo Kintetsu Bus *029-862-3333*
- Car Rental: Toshiba Rent Lease Inc. *029-862-5100*
- Tano Rent-A-Car *029-862-4661*
- Rail: JR Tsuchiura Station *029-862-0424*
- Boat Rental: Lucky Marin *029-862-2437*
- Joyo Kanko *029-862-9708*
A journey of discovery in seasonal festivities 🌱

Nationally famous fireworks displays, unique summer events and flower competitions in each season vie for the visitor's attention. Don’t forget to try the city’s distinctive curry!

Events and Seasonal Delights

Late March – early April

Tsuchiura Cherry Blossom Festival and
hsusume (Horseback Archery) Festival

The brief flowering of the cherry trees each spring, a range of events are held in locations such as Kji Park, Sakuragawa and Shinkei Rivers, Manabe Elementary School, Otoriura Park and Mt. Ryougamine. The Tsuchiura Horseback Archery Festival is intended to rid the area of bad luck. This is an intangible folk cultural property designated by the prefecture.

Mid-April

Kamigawa Marathon and International Blind Marathon

The largest citizens’ marathon in Japan takes place on the shores of Lake Kasumigaura. The beautiful lake view along the route makes this race an enduring favorite with runners.

Spring Calendar

Tulips

Kasumigawa Comprehensive Park

Late July – mid-August

Lotus Flowers

Kodama, Tero, Tamura, and Okuyama districts, Aquatic Botanical Garden

Late September – early October

Buckwheat (Soba)

Salata and Fujisawa districts

Early November

Chrysanthemums

Kji Park (Tsuchiura Chrysanthemum Festival)

The blossoms are ready by mid-October.

The blossoms are ready by mid-October.

Tsuchiura All Japan Fireworks Competition

This competitive event has been lighting up the night sky in Tsuchiura since 1925. This event is one of the Japan’s three major firework festivals, and attracts firework artists from throughout Japan, as the name suggests.

Event Calendar

Mid-February – early March

Hina Doll Festival (Hina Matsuri)

Tsuchiura Castle

First Saturday and Sunday of March

Tsuchiura Horseback Archery Festival

August 15

Gasshozukuri Festival

Late September

Tsuchiura Thick-hair Small-scale Festival

Tsuchiura–Kitaichigo Festival

Late October

Tsuchiura City National Festival

Late October

Tsuchiura City National Festival

November

Tsuchiura Iwana Festival

Mid-November

Tsuchiura Curfey Festival

Tsuchiura Curfey Festival

Tsuchiura Butterfly Festival

Tsuchiura City

Special courses are developed just for this festival, using local delicacies such as the Tsuchiura region is the Japan’s largest producer. Enjoy the many foods of one of the Japan’s curry capitals.
A breathtaking experience in narrow paths that conjure up feelings of the Edo Period.

A Stroll along Historical Paths

Experience the Tsuchiura Castle Remains, the town's old storehouses, and other historical sites located along nostalgic stone pathways. During your walk, take a look at the seasonal flowers and taste the local delicacies, Tsuchiura Zappan Curry, along with many other fun discoveries.

Tsuchiura Station
- 10 min. by foot

 machiko Kura Daitoku
- 2 min. by foot

 machiko Kura Norimura
- 2 min. by foot

 Kinjo Park (Tsuchiura Castle Remains)
- 2 min. by foot

 Tsuchiura City Museum
- 5 min. by foot

 Jinryu-ji Temple
- 1 min. by foot

 Main Entrance to the Futabaken
- 1 min. by foot

 Togakus-ji Temple
- 3 min. by foot

 Kori-ku Tour Information Center
- 1 min. by foot

 Tsuchiura Station
- 1 min. by foot

 Tsuchiura Machikado Kura Daitoku
- 1 min. by foot

 Tsuchiura Machikado Kura Norimura
- 1 min. by foot

 Tsuchiura City Museum
- 5 min. by foot

 Jinryu-ji Temple
- 1 min. by foot

 Acquiring knowledge of Tsuchiura's history and culture

 Tsuchiura City Museum
- The museum details information on the history and characteristics of the Tsuchiura castle town. This includes information on the Tsuchiura Family's culture based on a main theme of "Daily Life of People Raised near Lake Kounoura."
- Open: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm (Last admission: 4:30 pm)
- Address: Tsuchiura City, 1-1-1 Kounoura, Tsuchiura City, 321-0032
- 

 Birthplace of Tsuchiura Fireworks

 Jinryu-ji Temple
- Built in 1532, the Jinryu-ji Temple became the family temple of the Tsuchiura Clan, who were the domain lords of Tsuchiura during the Edo Period. The temple provided them with sanctuary. The Tsuchiura Fireworks Competition was held here by Bando Asamot, a resident priest, to commemorate the memory of those who died in the Kansei War.
- 09-26-02-0031
- 

 Enjoy local charm at "Tsuchiura Machikado Kura Daitoku" and "Tsuchiura Machikado Kura Norimura" on foot.

 Let's visit late Edo storehouses

 1. Tsuchiura Machikado Kura Daitoku (old storehouses)

 These four storehouses: the Mise Kura, the Sode Kura, the Moto Kura, and the Muki Kura, were built at the end of the Edo Period (19th century) and renovated into facilities providing information on sightseeing. Rental bicycles are also available.

 2. Tsuchiura Machikado Kura Norimura (old storehouses)

 The main storehouse of the Nomura merchant family, which has History dating back to the Edo Period (1700s), the Sode, the Buki, and the Flora storehouses, have been renovated. They now provide exhibitions and lectures on local culture, as well as sight-seeing information, etc. Tsuchiura's local cur is also available in the Kura coffee shop.

 Get your sightseeing information and taste our exclusive curry

 1. Tsuchiura Machikado Kura Daitoku
- 1-1-1 Kounoura, Tsuchiura City
- Open: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

 2. Tsuchiura Machikado Kura Norimura
- 1-1-1 Kounoura, Tsuchiura City
- Open: 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

 See the next page
The warm human spirit of Tsuchiura's traditional events

Experiencing History through Traditional Festivals

Tsuchiura's social calendar is filled with festivals in both traditional and modern styles. The Hina Doll Festival (Hina-Matsuri) and other festivals impart a sense of the ancient customs of Tsuchiura.

In addition, many shops in Tsuchiura offer a taste of the traditional foods of the region. Come immerse yourself in the traditions of this fascinating land.

Tsuchiura Chrysanthemum Festival

November 4-5

Tsuchiura Chrysanthemum Festival

Tsuchiura Castle Remains (Kijo Park)

Approximately 500 chrysanthemums, lovingly nurtured by local enthusiasts, are on display here, with judging in such categories as pot-grown, cascade, bonsai, and cut flower. There is also a garden fair.

Tel: 029-824-2810 (Tsuchiura City Tourist Association)
MAP: D 2-3

Tsuchiura Hina Doll Festival (Hina-Matsuri)

March

Just steps from Tsuchiura Station are shops selling a wide range of foods in a traditionl atmosphere. Stroll around and enjoy the sights, aromas, and flavors of this historic district.
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Lake Kasumigaura is Japan's second-largest lake in terms of area. The lakeside scenery around this sightseeing area holds special charm. Whether you cruise the lake on a variety of pleasure craft, charter a fishing boat, or go waterskiiing, Lake Kasumigaura has leisure options that are right for you.
Viewing the Flowers
That Bloom on the Water's Edge

The Flowers
That Bloom on the Water's Edge

Manabe District

Cherry Trees of the Shinkawa River

When those approximately 200 Yoshino cherry trees (Prunus yedoensis) are in full bloom, the branches hang low over the water, forming an unforgettable tunnel of cherry blossoms. The reflection of the blossoms in the water is a magical sight.

Lake Side Area

Mushimake District—Hasukawa District

Cherry Trees of the Sakuragawa River

The route from the Kasumigaura River mouth to Mushimake is lined with approximately 500 cherry trees. A leisurely walk alongside the river is highly recommended.

Unique to Japan’s #1 producer of lotuses

Lotus Fields

Amid the green foliage of lotus leaves, blossoms of bright white and pale stand out in vivid contrast. Don’t miss the large panorama provided courtesy of the Tobari Kasumigaura Environmental Science Center.

Calendar of Lakeside Events

There are many lively events, such as a culinary fair featuring Tsuchira’s famous lotus root and a curry festival that attracts the whole city.

Kasumigaura Swimming Citizens’ Festival

This event is held every March 2nd, a national holiday, to raise awareness of the current condition of Lake Kasumigaura and efforts to improve its water quality while bringing local people closer together.

Japan’s #1 Renkon (Lotus Root) Cooking Fair

As Japan’s #1 producer of lotus root, this event uses lotus root from the #1 producer in Japan. Held for a period of months, the festival was inaugurated to tell visitors about the delicious taste of lotus root, which has long been thought to offer beauty and health benefits.

Tsuchira Curry Festival

Kasumigaura Specialty Fair

To present Tsuchira as a curry capital, the restaurants and hotels of this city compete to create original curries made using lotus root and other local ingredients. Sample and compare the various tastes.
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The Story of Tsuchiura Curry

The Tsuchiura Navy Air Service and the Relation of Tsuchiura Curry to the Graf Zeppelin

In the 1920s, the Tsuchiura Navy Air Service was established for naval aviation cadet training. At the time the Japanese Navy's organization was modeled after the British Royal Navy, even including the British tradition of having curry every Saturday. One function of this weekly curry night was to keep sailors from losing a sense of the days of the week during long spells at sea. It was also highly popular with the crewmen.

About 80 years ago, Kasumigaura received a remarkable visitor: the Graf Zeppelin landed here during its historic world-first round-the-world flight. The crew of the 236.5-meter airship was treated to curry made with the local potatoes, which were renowned for their flavor.

The city later explored ideas to raise Tsuchiura's domestic profile that culminated in the "Tsuchiura Curry Tales." Tsuchiura now has 26 locations in and around the city for enjoying the original curry.

Tasting Tsuchiura Zeppelin Curry at Kuni, a restaurant in Tsuchiura Machikado Kuni Nomura, an old shoreline in the center of Tsuchiura.
Rural Locations of Historical Interest

Dressed with a bountiful natural environment, the rural areas around Tsuchiura offer intriguing traces of human activity in the past. Many rural sites are home to cultural treasures, or recall events celebrated in legend. Journey through these many historical landmarks is highly recommended experience.

Gaze, touch, and experience Japan’s Neolithic past

The National Historical Monument Mitakatsu Shell Midden Site

Mitakatsu Shell Midden is the largest ancient Mido (discarded shells) on the shores of Lake Kasumiga-ura, built about 3000-4000 years ago. Declared a National Historical Site in 1937, in 1997 it was added to the UNESCO World Heritage List as the National Historical Monument Mitakatsu Shell Midden, a 5-hectare historical artifact museum. Also includes an exhibit of a cross-section of the shell mound. One can also see the discovery of the site in the exhibition hall. In this hall, the circles and squares are lined up around the building event in each history and nation.

Introduction by Monta-kun

See the hair styles (Mizura) of ancient times!

The Mitakatsu Shell Midden is one of the most significant Neolithic sites in Japan. It is located near the city of Tsuchiura in Chiba Prefecture. The site was first excavated in 1947 and has since been studied extensively. The Pit A mound was discovered during the excavation, and it was found to contain a large number of shell middens. The site is open to the public, and visitors can view the excavated area and learn about the history of the site.

A temple built by a disciple of Saicho by order of the Emperor Kanmu

Tojo-ji Temple

This temple was constructed in 798 by Saicho, a disciple of Saicho. It is located on the northern edge of the temple town of Tsukioka in Chiba Prefecture. Saicho is said to have built the temple to commemorate the 50th anniversary of Emperor Kanmu's ascension to the throne. The temple is surrounded by beautiful gardens and a pond, and is a popular destination for tourists and history enthusiasts.

A visit to a place of legend

Komachi-no-Yakata

The legend of Ono no Komachi, a great poet, and hisDropDown text here.

The Legend of Komachi, a Poet of the Heian Period

The legend of Ono no Komachi lives on in Komachi-cho, Tsukioka City. Here you will find a spot reputed to be Komachi's grave site. Local and others still come here regularly to tend the grave and remember Komachi.

Dialect Column

Ordering nojo noodle/broth/dish: "Hyakukai soba ome" (Standard Japanese: "Tsunomi soba ome" English: "Some cold soba noodles, please")
An unbeatable location with a sweeping view under a blue sky

Idyllic Rural Scenery Woven by Nature, Relax with Rural Mountain Scenery

The countryside around Tsuchiura City is deeply imbued with the colors of each passing season. Viewing the cherry blossoms, lotus, and rapeseed blossoms while listening to the songs of wild birds is a highly recommended experience.

Asahi-toge Observation Park is a magnet for paragliders thanks to its magnificent panoramic views of Mt. Tsukuba, Lake Kasumigaura, and the entire broad sweep of the Kanto Plain.

Looking across the Kanto Plain from a Scenic Observation Park

Asahi-toge Observation Park

This park lies on the Purple Line, a scenic stretch of Ibaraki's Route 239 and is listed as one of the 100 Scenic Views. From the observation deck, the broad expanse of the Kanto Plains and majestic Mt. Tsukuba can be taken in at a glance. A gentle box lunch is the perfect companion for this visual treat.

Take to the Skies!

For the adventurous, Asahi-toge Observation Park offers the chance to experience the panoramic view of the Kanto Plain on an entirely new level, or take a more leisurely approach and watch the paragliders from the ground as they glide their gentle arcs in the sky.

Famous Flower-viewing Locations in Season

Tsukuba City, whose cherry blossoms are the most beautiful, is surrounded by countryside dotted with excellent locations for flower-viewing. When the cherry-blossom season reaches Mt. Ryugamine (mountain cherry), Ottonuma Park, and Rin Rin Road, the land is filled with the fiery pink and fragrance of cherry blossoms. During other seasons, there are also locations famous for lotuses, rapeseed blossoms, and cosmos flowers in season.

Mt. Ryugamine

This approximately 1.3-hectare park is surrounded by a long, narrow pond and is shaped like a flower. Every spring the park’s wonderful stock of some 500 Yoshino and Japanese cherries attract thousands of admirers.

Otto Aquatic and Botanic Garden

This area comes alive with 50,000-plus iris blossoms during the peak period of mid-June. The fifth and sixth blooming periods, which feature countless buds, are highly recommended.

Sakata/Fujisawa Districts

The pale white flowers of Hitachi-ke-soba, a type of buckwheat, burst forth from late September to early October.

Lotus Flowers

The Kurodan Gardens inside the Kasumigaura Park Nature Center bloom from June through September with 200-plus different kinds of lotuses of distinctive colors. The contract with Kasumigaura is truly striking.

Tsukuba Rin Rin Road

The discoloration of Tsukuba Railroad is remedied as a cycling path, where cherry trees between Mukaichi and Fujisawa rail areas are at their best from late March to early April every year.
Abundant blessings from the bounty of nature

Experience the Hospitality and Culinary Culture of This Rural Community

Encircled by mountains, this small community is surrounded by natural beauty. In such a tranquil setting, one can feel the warmth of the local people and the abundance of nature's gifts.

The many tastes of the Ibaraki countryside!

Orchard

Japanese Pears

Dotted in a natural environment with organic fertilizers and as little artificial chemical as possible, the region's pears are prized for their fragrance and delicious taste.

Mandarin Oranges

The Nihari district marks the northern limit of the mandarin orange growing range. Most fruits in the area have at least one orange tree. Though small, these mandarins are rich in freshness with sweetness, making them a popular variety. A popular choice for fresh Mandarin Orange is also available.

Persimmons

Kamichi no-Sato is surrounded by persimmon orchards. No autumn would be complete in Ibaraki without this orange fruit, which can be purchased at any of the numerous farmers' markets.

Rural Events

The rural areas around Tsuchiura City offer many points of great historical interest.

Yabusama (Horseback Archery) Festival

Horse-riding with archery
Tsuchiura City
MAP26 B-2
This festival is held every year at the first Sunday of April. The festival is designated as one of the three biggest samurai samurai schools in Japan. It is a traditional Japanese archery event where horses race on the ground aiming arrows at targets representing monsters. The straining and awe-inspiring scene attracts excited spectators every year.

Karako-se-Mando

Karako Festival
Tsuchiura City
August 15

A treasure house of fresh local food

Ja Tsuchiura “Sun Fresh Nihari”

This store is filled with fresh local produce, whose quality and reliability is guaranteed by the name of the producing farmers displayed right on the box. Excellent fruit, vegetables, and flowers are recommended. At the establishment Minato, you can also try the taste of Hitachi-aki soba noodles.

Tsuichiura Wholesale Market

Ikappo-ichi Market

Try some delicious soba or make your own!

Kamichi no-Yakata was established to sell visitors about soba legend of Kamichi, which is an integral part of the community. The building houses exhibits illustrating the Kamichi legend, as well as a cooking studio and Kamichi-soba. Moreover, you can try making soba noodles by hand (reservation required).

Recommendation from Takashi Hasumi

Kamichi-an

Handcrafted soba noodles made with plenty of ingredients from the land, topped with crisp, flavorful tempura.

Soba Kamichi/Farmers’ market

Cafe Kamichi

The cafe is overlooking the way to the market. The soba is also served at the cafe.

Making soba noodles

Kamichi no Yakata

A shop that offers a place for visitors to try making soba noodles.

Hotel Iyashi no-sato

A place to relax and enjoy the soba

Come for the serene view of Tsuchiura from the open-air bath. If the air is clear, you can see Mt. Fuji in the distance.

The hotel offers a two-night stay with meals and soba making classes.

Dialect Column

Kamichi jisui

"Nihari roki na mokiro no amado"/Tsukioka, Japan: "Ochir nemon am to etomo ama" English: “Our mokiro are very sweet!”
The Pride of Our City!

Tsuchiura, the city by the lake, is a treasure trove of fresh and processed marine products, including wakasagi fish and eda.

Another highly acclaimed food is curry made from lotus root, a specialty in this curry capital.

Traditional confectionaries are another favorite in Tsuchiura, which retains the historic atmosphere of a Japanese castle town.

Tsukudani

Baked Goods of Tsuchiura

Fireworks-related Goods

Komachi-related Goods

Lots of selection of snacks, T-shirts, and cookies themed on Tsuchiura All Japan Fireworks Competition are available.

Postcards, handkerchiefs, and other products depicting the legend of Komachi are popular souvenirs.

Tsuchiura is Japan's leading producer of lotus root. The crop thrives in abundant warm water and rich soil.

Tsuchiura bakeries produce a unique sable biscuit shaped like lotus root rings. This cute shape makes sable biscuits a cute souvenir.

Many of the processed goods are made from lotus root, a food with a high nutritional value that is even thought to contribute to long life.

A wide variety of nutritious and tasty salad dressings are made with shelled lotus root.

The unique aroma, flavor, and sweetness of the local soba is excellent. Dried noodles packed in soba powder are also available.

Natto, fermented soybeans, is virtually synonymous with Tsuchiura. Tsuchiura's famous natto is sold here.

With its abundance of soybeans and wheat, the Tsuchiura area is an ideal location for fermenting soy sauce. The unique flavor of the local soy sauce has been a continuing tradition since the region's first soy sauce distillery was founded in 1688.

Tsuchiura Curry Tales

Tsuchiura's famous Zepelin Curry is made with a vegetable base and features a mild taste. It is available in a sealed plastic pouch, ideal for a souvenir or gift.

Tsuchiura Machikado Kura Daitoku

Kirara-kan Tourist Information Center

(観光情報産業センターレアラ）
Enjoy the Refreshing Breeze!

Cycling Tour

The purple peak of Mt. Tsukuba overlooks Tsukuba Rin Rin Road, and you can enjoy the refreshing wind of Lake Kasumigaura along Kasumigaura Cycling Road.

We'll introduce you to these two routes, both of which are relaxing and fun.

Tsukuba Rin Rin Road

Filled with history and natural beauty, Mt. Tsukuba provides the focus for this rewarding cycling tour. Punting a discarded stretch of the Tsukuba Railroad to new use, this dedicated cycling trail extends 40 km from Kawaguchi district, Tsukuba City, to Intra in Sakuragawa.

The entire route is fairly flat and paved throughout, offering a comfortable cycling experience.

After you pass Fujisawa Rest Area, Mt. Tsukuba gradually looms larger. Admire the many faces of the mountain while viewing its continually changing angles.

Kasumigaura Cycling Road

This route offers captivating views of Lake Kasumigaura, Japan's second largest lake, to enjoy as you cycle. The Kasumigaura Cycling Road runs a total of 49 km, from Tsuzuki City via Kasumigaura City and Namaketu to the final destination, Iitate. Plenty of interesting stops line the route, including farmers' market produce stands.

Kasumigaura Fureai Land

A small playground and a large play area are perfect for the kids. Make sure to try the popular ice cream.

Tennezaki Park

A picturesque park with a bird observation tower and a large pond.

Kasumigaura Shashi Bridge

After crossing the bridge, the road continues along the lake's edge, with views of the beautiful lake and the surrounding mountains.

Lake Kasumigaura

The peaceful waters of Lake Kasumigaura provide a serene backdrop for your cycling adventure.

Kasumigaura Station

A convenient stop for cyclists, with benches and restrooms available.

Bicycle Rental

Renting a bicycle for a day is the most fun and convenient way to see all the famous sites in Tsuzuki. The following explains how to rent bicycles here and where to find bicycle rental outlets around the city.

Tsuzuki Machikado Kura Daitoku

A bicycle rental and repair service that offers a wide variety of bikes for all ages and skill levels. The rental prices are reasonable, and the staff is always helpful.

Kasumigaura-no-Yakata

Another popular bicycle rental service in the area, offering a wide selection of bikes for rent. The staff is friendly and knowledgeable, and the service is reliable.

Information:

- **Tsuzuki Machikado Kura Daitoku**
  - Address: 2-25-1 Tsuzuki, Tsuzuki City
  - Telephone: 0288-850-000
  - Hours: Monday to Saturday 9:00 AM to 7:00 PM, Sunday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
  - **Kasumigaura-no-Yakata**
    - Address: 3-2-10 Kasumigaura, Kasumigaura City
    - Telephone: 0288-850-1111
    - Hours: Monday to Saturday 9:00 AM to 6:00 PM, Sunday 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM

- **Bicycle Rental**
  - Price: Adult bikes - ¥1,000 per day, children's bikes - ¥500 per day
  - Deposit: ¥1,000 security deposit
  - Insurance: Available for ¥500 per day

- **Bicycle Rental Services Available:**
  - Studio Ideal
  - Bike Land
  - Tsuzuki Machikado Kura Daitoku
  - Kasumigaura-no-Yakata
  - Or via the Tsuzuki Tourist Information Center